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Abstract

Behavioral equivalence is indistinguishably under experiments: two elements are behavioral equivalent iff each experiment returns the same value for the two elements. Behavioral equivalence can be proved by coinduction. CIRC is a theorem prover which implements circular coinduction, an efficient coinductive technique. Equational attributes refer properties like associativity, commutativity, unity, etc. If these attributes are behaviorally satisfied, then we refer them as behavioral attributes. Two problems regarding these properties are important: expressing the commutativity as a rewrite rule leads to non-termination and their use as attributes requires a careful handling in the proving process. In this paper we present how these attributes are automatically checked in CIRC and we prove that this extension is sound.

1 Introduction

Proving properties of systems involving infinite amount of information became a subject of high interest in computer science in the last years. Lazy functional programs, concurrency, transition and reactive systems, software verification and analysis are only several fields where the infinite data structures and other infinite objects are frequently used. The specification of such systems is given in different settings: process algebra (see, e.g., [16]), coalgebra [1, 12], behavioral equational logic [4, 9, 18, 17], type theory [7], temporal logic [8] and so on. The most known proof techniques used to prove properties for these systems are bisimilarity, coinduction, context induction, circular coinduction, coinductive types. Among the tools supporting (some of) these proof techniques we mention here Coq (coinductive types) [3], Isabelle/HOL [11], CIRC (circular coinduction) [14], BOBJ (circular coinduction) [18], Concurrency Workbench (bisimilarity) [6].

In this paper we refer the behavioral equational logic as a specification language, the circular coinduction proof technique [19], and its implementation CIRC [13]. We present the mechanism CIRC uses for automated proving of the attributes associativity, commutativity, identity and/or idempotency (ACUI) characterizing behaviorally defined operators over infinite data structures.

Motivating example Let us consider infinite binary trees with information in nodes from the boolean ring $Z_2 = (Z_2, +, \times, 0, 1)$. Since these trees carry infinite information we prove properties over them in terms of behavioral equivalence. Infinite binary trees are behaviorally specified by means of a hidden sort $Tree$ for trees, a visible sort $Z_2$ for the information in the nodes, the equational specification of $Z_2$ and the following three observers:

- $root : Tree \rightarrow Z_2$, returning the information from the root of the tree;
- $left, right : Tree \rightarrow Tree$, returning the left, respectively the right subtrees of a tree

Two trees are behaviorally equivalent if they cannot be distinguished under all possible experiments, i.e., $T_1 \equiv T_2$ if $C[T_1] = C[T_2]$ for each experiment $C$. Here are several examples of experiments: $root(*:Tree)$, $root(left(*:Tree))$, $root(right(*:Tree))$, $root(left(left(*:Tree)))$ and so on. In CIRC, $*:Tree$ is a generic notation used for representing variables of hidden sort (in our case, the sort $Tree$). Note
that an experiment always returns a visible (data) value in $\mathbb{Z}_2$.

The operations over trees are coinductively defined by means of the observers. For instance, the addition of trees is defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{root}(T_1 + T_2) &= \text{root}(T_1) + \text{root}(T_2) \\
\text{left}(T_1 + T_2) &= \text{left}(T_1) + \text{left}(T_2) \\
\text{right}(T_1 + T_2) &= \text{right}(T_1) + \text{right}(T_2)
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the operator $+$ is overloaded: it denotes the addition in the boolean ring and the addition of infinite trees. CIRC uses circular coinduction to prove behavioral equivalence $T_1 \equiv T_2$. Briefly, the algorithm works as follows: First try to deduce $T_1 \equiv T_2$ using the equations of the specification as rewrite rules. If it succeeds, then the algorithm successfully terminates. Otherwise, a frozen form of $T_1 \equiv T_2$, $T_1^\prime = T_2^\prime$ is added as coinductive hypotheses to the specification and three new subgoals are generated: \( \text{root}(T_1) = \text{root}(T_2) \), \( \text{left}(T_1) = \text{left}(T_2) \), \( \text{right}(T_1) = \text{right}(T_2) \).

By freezing the coinductive hypothesis, we forbid its use under contexts, avoiding in this way unsound deductions. In order to allow the use of the coinductive hypotheses, the goals are handled in the frozen form. If $T_1 \equiv T_2$ expresses the commutativity of the addition, i.e., $T + T' = T' + T$, then the specification becomes non-terminating after the frozen form of the coinductive hypothesis is added. Therefore the above algorithm does not work for properties such as commutativity. We decided to handle the properties like commutativity, associativity, unity and idempotency as distinguished goals. When provided a goal such as

\[
\text{op } _+ : \text{Tree Tree } \rightarrow \text{Tree } [\text{assoc comm}].
\]

expressing the associativity and commutativity of the addition operator, the expanding consist of the following actions:

1. add to the specification a new operation $\_+^{AC}$ which is declared with the same attributes as the goal (here, associativity and commutativity);
2. add to the specification a set of frozen equations that express the freezing of the coinductive hypotheses in terms of the new operator:

\[
\begin{align*}
T_1 + T_2 &= T_1 + T_2 \\
T_1 + (T_2 + T_3) &= T_1 + T_2 + T_3 \\
(T_1 + T_2) + T_3 &= T_1 + T_2 + T_3
\end{align*}
\]

3. compute the new subgoals, in their frozen form, corresponding to the equations defining the operational attributes:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{root}(T_1 + T_2) &= \text{root}(T_2 + T_1) \\
\text{left}(T_1 + T_2) &= \text{left}(T_2 + T_1) \\
\text{right}(T_1 + T_2) &= \text{right}(T_2 + T_1) \\
\text{root}(T_1 + (T_2 + T_3)) &= \text{root}((T_1 + T_2) + T_3) \\
\text{left}(T_1 + (T_2 + T_3)) &= \text{left}((T_1 + T_2) + T_3) \\
\text{right}(T_1 + (T_2 + T_3)) &= \text{right}((T_1 + T_2) + T_3)
\end{align*}
\]

We noticed that it is not sufficient to add the equation in step 2. Sometimes, due to the new equations, our term rewriting system is not confluent, so the equalities obtained by applying the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure [2] need to be added as well.

For instance, the term $\text{left}(T_1) + \text{left}(T_2 + T_3)$ can be reduced to both:

\[
\begin{align*}
T_1^\prime &= \text{left}(T_1) + AC \left[ \text{left}(T_2) + \text{left}(T_3) \right],
\end{align*}
\]

according to (1) and the definition of the addition.

\[
\begin{align*}
T_2^\prime &= \text{left}(T_1) + AC \left[ \text{left}(T_2) + \text{left}(T_3) \right],
\end{align*}
\]

by applying the definition of the addition and (2).

These two terms form a critical pair, therefore we need to add the equation $T_1^\prime = T_2^\prime$ in order to obtain a confluent term rewriting system.

In this paper we formally present the extension of CIRC with the capability of automatically proving behavioral attributes and we prove that the extension is sound.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly recalls the behavioral algebraic specifications and the notion of behavioral equivalence and introduces the infinite binary trees as the running example. Section 3 presents procedures used by CIRC to automatically prove certain behavioral properties. Section 4 describes the mechanism of proving behavioral attributes.

## 2 Behavioral Algebraic Specifications

We assume the reader familiar with basics of many sorted algebraic specifications [10] and only briefly recall our notation.

Let $\Sigma$ be an algebraic signature consisting of a set $S$ of sorts and an $S \times S$-indexed set $\text{Op}(\Sigma) = \{ \text{Op}(\Sigma)_{w,s} \mid w \in S^*, s \in S \}$ of operations. Let $\lambda$ be a fixed $S$-indexed set of variables. $\Sigma_2(\lambda)$ is the $\Sigma$-algebra of terms with variables in $\lambda$. A $\Sigma$-equation is a sentence $\forall X \! \cdot \! t = t'$, where $t$ and $t'$ are $\Sigma$-terms over variables $X \subseteq \lambda$ having the same result sort, and $c$ is the condition of the equation consisting of a finite set of pairs $(u_i, v_i)$ of terms over variables $X$. The condition can be empty, case in which the equation is unconditional and written as $\forall X \! \cdot \! t = t'$.

Given a set $E$ of $\Sigma$-equations, we say that a $\Sigma$-equation $e$ is deducible (inferable) from $E$, and write $E \vdash e$, if $e$ can be obtained by applying the following rules for a finite number of times:

\[
\begin{align*}
\end{align*}
\]
1. Assumption. $E \models_{\Sigma} e$, for each $e$ in $E$.

2. Reflexivity. $E \models_{\Sigma} (\forall X)t = t$.

3. Transitivity. If $E \models_{\Sigma} (\forall X)t_1 = t_2$ and $E \models_{\Sigma} (\forall X)t_2 = t_3$, then $E \models_{\Sigma} (\forall X)t_1 = t_3$.

4. Substitution. Given $e \in E$ such that $e$ is either $(\forall X)t_1 = t_2 \not\in \mathbb{E}$ or $(\forall X)t_2 = t_1 \not\in \mathbb{E}$, and a substitution $\theta : T_{\Sigma}(X) \rightarrow T_{\Sigma}(Y)$ such that $E \models (\forall Y)\theta(u_i) = \theta(v_i)$ for each $(u_i, v_i)$ in $c$, then $E \models (\forall Y)\theta(t_1) = \theta(t_2)$.

5. Congruence. Given a context $t_0 \in T_{\Sigma}(Y \cup \{\ast\})$ with $\ast \notin Y$, $e \in E$ such that $e$ is either $(\forall X)t_1 = t_2 \not\in \mathbb{E}$ or $(\forall X)t_2 = t_1 \not\in \mathbb{E}$, if $E \models e$ then $E \models (\forall X \cup Y)t_0[t_1] = t_0[t_2]$.

In the last rule, $t_0[t_i]$ denotes the term obtained from $t_0$ by replacing $t_i$ for the distinguished variable $\ast$. We omit to write the subscript $\Sigma$ for the deduction relation whenever it is understood from the context.

A *derivative* is a term $\delta \in T_{\Sigma}(X \cup \{\ast:h\})$, where $\ast:h$ is a special variable of sort $h$. A *behavioral specification* is a pair $(B, \Delta)$, where $B = (S, \Sigma, E)$ is a many sorted equation specification and $\Delta$ is a set of derivatives. We distinguish two disjoint subsets $V, H \subseteq S$, where $H$ is the subset of hidden sorts $h$ corresponding to the star variables in the derivatives, and $V = S \setminus H$ is the subset of visible sorts. We assume that the equations $E$ have only visible conditions. A $\Delta$-experiment for the hidden sort $h \in H$ is inductively defined as follows: each derivative for the hidden sort $h \in H$ with visible result sort is a $\Delta$-experiment for $h$; if $C$ is a $\Delta$-experiment for $h'$ and $\delta$ a behavioral operation for $h$ with result sort $h'$, then $C[\delta]$ is a $\Delta$-experiment for $h$.

As above, $C[\delta]$ denotes the term obtained from $C$ by replacing $\delta$ for the distinguished variable $\ast: h'$. A $\Delta$-experiment $C[\ast:h]$ can be seen as a partially defined equation transformer $e \rightarrow C[e]$: if $e$ is an equation $(\forall X)t = t' \not\in \mathbb{E}$ of sort $s$, then $C[e]$ is the equation $(\forall X \cup Y)C[t] = C[t'] \not\in \mathbb{E}$, where $Y$ is the set of non-star variables occurring in $C[\ast:s]$. Moreover, $\Delta[e] = [\delta[e] | \delta \in \Delta]$.

The notion of behavioral equivalence is an inherently semantic one: there is a behavioral equivalence relation on each model which can be defined as “indistinguishably under experiments”. For technical simplicity, we here prefer to avoid introducing models, so we give an alternative proof theoretic definition. Let $(B, \Delta)$ be a behavioral specification. We say that $B$ behaviorally satisfies an equation $e$, written $B \models_{\ast} e$, iff:

- $B \models_{\ast} e$ if $e$ is visible, and
- $B \models_{\ast} C[e]$ for each appropriate $\Delta$-experiment $C$ if $e$ is hidden.

The behavioral equivalence of $B$, is the set of equations $\{e | B \models_{\ast} e\}$ [19].

Example: Infinite Binary Trees. We use the CIRC syntax for presenting the behavioral specifications. Since CIRC extends Maude [5] with behavioral features, the equational part of these specifications uses only the Maude syntax. The behavioral specification of infinite binary trees can be specified as follows. First, the specification module of the boolean ring $Z_2$ is given:

```plaintext
theory BRING is
  sort Z2 .
  ops 0 1 : -> Z2 .
  op _+_ : Z2 Z2 -> Z2 [assoc comm id: 0] .
  op _-_ : Z2 Z2 -> Z2 [assoc comm] .
  eq 1 + 1 = 0 .
  eq (0 x X:Z2) = 0 .
  eq (1 x X:Z2) = X:Z2 .
  eq ~ X = ~ X:Z2 .
  eq ~ ~ X = X:Z2 .
endtheory
```

The module with the equations specifying the infinite binary trees is as follows:

```plaintext
theory EQ-TREE is
  including BRING .
  sort Tree .
  vars T1 T2 : Tree .
  var X : Z2 .
  op root : Tree -> Z2 .
  ops left right : Tree -> Tree .
  op zero : -> Tree .
  eq root(zero) = 0 .
  eq root(one) = 1 .
  eq left(zero) = zero .
  eq left(one) = one .
  eq right(zero) = zero .
  eq right(one) = one .
  eq ~ ~ X = X:Z2 .
  eq ~ 1 = 0 .
  eq ~ 0 = 1 .
  eq (1 x X:Z2) = X:Z2 .
  eq (1 x X:Z2) = X:Z2 .
  eq ~ ~ X = ~ X:Z2 .
  eq ~ ~ X = ~ X:Z2 .
endtheory
```

The derivatives (behavioral operations) for infinite trees are declared in a separate CIRC theory module, which extends the functionality of a Maude theory module.

ctheory TREE is
  including EQ-TREE .
  derivative root(*:Tree) .
  derivative left(*:Tree) .
  derivative right(*:Tree) .
endtheory
```

The sort $Tree$ is a hidden sort while the sort $Z_2$ is visible with respect to TREE specification. Recall that the result sort of the experiments is always visible. In this situation, an experiment is defined as:

1. $root(*:Tree)$ is an experiment;
2. if $C[*:Tree]$ is an experiment then $C[left(*:Tree)]$ and $C[right(*:Tree)]$ are experiments.
For instance, the terms \( \text{root}((\ast:\text{Tree}), \text{root}(\text{left}(\ast:\text{Tree})), \text{root}(\text{right}(\ast:\text{Tree})), \text{root}(\text{left}(\text{left}(\ast:\text{Tree}))) \) are several examples of experiments. Two trees \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) are behaviorally equivalent iff \( \text{root}(T_1) = \text{root}(T_2), \text{root}(\text{left}(T_1)) = \text{root}(\text{left}(T_2)), \text{root}(\text{right}(T_1)) = \text{root}(\text{right}(T_2)) \), and so on.

3 CIRC

CIRC is a tool for automated inductive and coinductive theorem proving, created as a behavioral extension of Maude.

The circular coinduction engine of CIRC implements the proof system presented in [19] by the reduction rules given in Fig. 1. Since the equational deduction is recursive enumerable, CIRC uses the decidable entailment \( E \vdash_{\Rightarrow} (\forall X) t = t' \) if \( \exists i \in I (u_i = v_i) \) iff \( nf(t) = nf(t') \), where \( nf(t) \) is computed as follows:

- the variables \( X \) are turned into fresh constants;
- the condition equalities \( u_i = v_i \) are added as equations to the specification;
- the equations in the specification are oriented and used as rewrite rules.

The reduction rules are defined over triples \((B, F, G)\), where \( B \) represents the (original) algebraic specification, \( F \) is the set of frozen axioms and \( G \) is the current set of proof obligations.

![Done] \((B, F, \emptyset) \Rightarrow \).

[Reduce] \((B, F, G \cup \{\emptyset\}) \Rightarrow (B, F, G) \) if \( B \cup F =_{\Rightarrow} e \)

[Derive] \((B, F, G \cup \{\emptyset\}) \Rightarrow (B, F, G \cup \{\Delta(e)\}) \) if \( B \cup F =_{\Rightarrow} e \) and \( e \) is hidden

[Normalize] \((B, F, G \cup \{\emptyset\}) \Rightarrow (B, F, G \cup \{nf(e)\}) \)

[Fail] \((B, F, G \cup \{\emptyset\}) \Rightarrow \text{fail} \) if \( B \cup F =_{\Rightarrow} e \) and \( e \) is visible

**Figure 1. Circular Coinduction in CIRC**

A brief description of the rules is as follows:

[Done] – is applied whenever the set of proof obligations is empty and indicates the termination of the process.

[Reduce] – is applied whenever the current goal is a \( \vdash_{\Rightarrow} \) consequence of \( B \cup F \) and operates by removing \( \emptyset \) from the set of goals.

[Derive] – is applied when the current goal \( e \) is hidden and it is not a \( \vdash_{\Rightarrow} \) consequence. The current goal is added to the specification and its derivatives to the set of goals. \( \Delta(e) \) denotes the set \( \{\delta | \delta \in \Delta\} \).

[Normalize] – removes the current goal from the set of proof obligations and adds its normal form as a new goal.

The normal form \( nf(e) \) of an equation \( e \) of the form \( (\forall X) t = t' \) if \( \exists i \in I (u_i = v_i) \) is \( (\forall X) nf(t) = nf(t') \) if \( \exists i \in I (u_i = v_i) \), where the constants from the normal forms are turned back into the corresponding variables.

[Fail] – stops the reduction process with failure whenever the current goal \( e \) is visible and the corresponding normal forms are different.

The wrapping operator \( \box{ } : s \rightarrow \text{Frozen} \) is implemented in CIRC as the operator \( [\ast\_\ast] \). For an equation \( (\forall X) t = t' \) if \( c \), the corresponding frozen equation is: \( (\forall X) [\ast t \ast] = [\ast t' \ast] \) if \( c \), where \( [\ast\_\ast] : \text{Sort}(t) \rightarrow \text{Frozen} \).

A proof of the following theorem can be found in [15].

**Theorem 1 (Soundness of CIRC)** Let \((B, \Delta)\) be a behavioral specification and let \( G \) be a set of frozen equations. If \((B, \emptyset, G) \Rightarrow \ast (B, F, G)\) applying the reduction rules in Fig. 1, then \( B \models G \).

We present a session in CIRC for simultaneous proving that \( \text{thue} + \text{one} = \sim \text{thue} \) and \( \sim T = T \). After entering the specification, we need to add these properties as goals:

\[
\text{Maude} > \text{(add goal thue + one = \sim thue .)}
\]

Goal added: thue + one = \sim thue

\[
\text{Maude} > \text{(add goal \sim \sim T:Tree = T:Tree .)}
\]

Goal added: \sim \sim T:Tree = T:Tree

Then we introduce the coinduction command to automatically prove the two goals.

\[
\text{Maude} > \text{(coinduction .)}
\]

Proof succeeded.

Number of derived goals: 9

Number of proving steps performed: 45

Maximum number of proving steps is set to: 256

Proved properties:

- thue + one = thue
- thue + one = \sim thue
- \sim \sim T:Tree = T:Tree

It is worth noting that CIRC discovered and automatically proved a new lemma: \( \sim \text{thue} + \text{one} = \text{thue} \). The circular coinduction cannot terminate in some cases, therefore there is a parameter which sets the maximum number of reduction steps (here 256). The rest of the output is self-explanatory.

We may see the complete proof of the above properties:

\[
\text{Maude} > \text{(show proof .)}
\]

\[
[\text{right}(\sim \text{thue} + \text{one})] = [\text{right}(\text{thue}) *]
\]

\[
[\text{right}(\sim \text{thue} + \text{one})] = [\text{right}(\text{thue}) *]
\]

\[
[\text{left}(\sim \text{thue} + \text{one})] = [\text{left}(\text{thue}) *]
\]

\[
[\text{left}(\sim \text{thue} + \text{one})] = [\text{left}(\text{thue}) *]
\]

\[
[\text{root}(\sim \text{thue} + \text{one})] = [\text{root}(\text{thue}) *]
\]

\[
[\text{root}(\sim \text{thue} + \text{one})] = [\text{root}(\text{thue}) *]
\]

\[
[\text{root}(\sim \text{thue} + \text{one})] = [\text{root}(\text{thue}) *]
\]

\[
[\text{root}(\sim \text{thue} + \text{one})] = [\text{root}(\text{thue}) *]
\]

\[
[\text{root}(\sim \text{thue} + \text{one})] = [\text{root}(\text{thue}) *]
\]
The direct implication follows from the fact that \( e \). It follows that \( \text{for each frozen } \).

Let us try to prove that \( \text{CIRC} \).

4 Proving Behavioral Attributes

Let \( \text{CIRC} \) be the behavioral specification and let us consider a new type of goals noted by \( W(op) \) where \( op \) is an operation defined in \( \text{CIRC} \) and \( W \) is any combination of the following attributes \( A \) - associativity, \( C \) - commutativity, \( I \) - idempotency, \( U \)-unity. In fact the goal is to prove the properties in \( W \) for the operation \( op \). For example \( \text{AC}(+) \) is the task to prove that the operation \( + \) is associative and commutative, \( \text{ACU}(+) \) is the goal to prove that the operation \( + \) is associative, commutative and has unity and so on. We denote by \( \text{Eqn}(W) \) the set of equations corresponding to \( W \) and by \( \text{Fr}(W) \) the set of equations corresponding to freezing \( W \).

According to the attributes, the equations in \( \text{Eqn}(W) \) for a general operator \( op \) are:

\[
A : (\forall X, Y, Z)((X op Y) op Z = X op (Y op Z))
C : (\forall X, Y)X op Y = Y op X
U : (\forall X)X op \emptyset = X
I : (\forall X)X op X = X
\]

and the equations in \( \text{Fr}(W) \) are:

\[
A : \frac{X op (Y op Z) = X op^W Y op^W Z}{(X op Y) op Z = X op^W Y op^W Z}
C, U, I : \frac{X op Y}{X op^W Y}
\]

If \( E \) is a set of equations, then let \( KB(E) \) denote the completion of \( E \) obtained by applying Knuth-Bendix completion procedure[2]. Now we extend \( \text{CIRC} \) with a new deduction rule:

\[
\text{Derive-atts}
\]

\[
(B, \emptyset, \{W(op)\}) \Rightarrow (B \cup \{op^W\}, F \cup KB(\text{Fr}(W)), G \cup \Delta(\text{Eqn}(W)))
\]

Theorem 2 Let \( (B, \Delta) \) be a behavioral specification and \( W(op) \) a goal. If \((B, \emptyset, \{W(op)\}) \Rightarrow^* (B \cup \{op^W\}, F, \emptyset)\) using all the deduction rules introduced, then \( B \models \text{Eqn}(W) \).

Proof: We have:

\[
(B, \emptyset, \{W(op)\}) \Rightarrow^\text{Derive-atts} (B \cup \{op^W\}, KB(\text{Fr}(W)), \Delta(\text{Eqn}(W))) \Rightarrow^*
(B \cup \{op^W\}, F, \emptyset)
\]

Let \( B_1 \) denote the specification \( B \cup \{op^W\} \cup KB(\text{Fr}(W)) \). By Theorem 1, \( B_1 \models \Delta(\text{Eqn}(W)) \). We show that \( B \models \{\text{Eqn}(W)\} \models \Delta(\text{Eqn}(W)) \) for each frozen \( B \) equation \( \square \). The direct implication follow from the fact \( B_1 \models \Delta(\text{Eqn}(W)) \). For the inverse implication, we assume that \( B_1 \models \square \). It follows that \( B \models \{op^W\} \cup \text{Fr}(W) \cup \Delta(\text{Eqn}(W)) \models \square \) by the monotonicity and cut rule of \( \models \). If \( \pi \) is a proof (in the equational deduction system) of \( \square \) from \( B_1 \cup \{\text{Eqn}(W)\} \), then we can construct a proof \( \pi' \) by replacing in each term the occurrences of \( op^W \) with \( op \) and in
each step using an equation from $Fr(W)$ with a corresponding equation from $Eqn(W)$. For instance, $x + y = x + y$ is replaced with the use of $x + y = y + x$ and $(x + y) + z = x + (y + z)$. It is easy to see now that $\pi'$ is in fact a proof of $\Delta(Eqn(W))$. We have now $B \cup \{Eqn(W)\} \vdash\Delta(Eqn(W))$, which implies $B \vdash Eqn(W)$ by Theorem 7 in [15].

As an example, we present the CI$\Gamma$C dialog resulted while proving that $+$ is both associative and commutative and has the identity (unit) element zero:

Mauve> (add goal (op _+_ : Tree Tree -> Tree [assoc comm id: zero]) .)
Mauve> (coinduction .)
Proof succeeded.
Number of derived goals: 12
Number of proving steps performed: 52
Maximum number of proving steps is set to: 256
Mauve> (show proof .)
Proof succeeded.

The output of the proof is not complete, only the first applied deduction rule, [Derive-atts], is presented here. We can see that all twelve derived goals are generated by this rule. Obviously, all these new goals are proved in this case using only [Reduce]. The rule [Derive-atts] may interfere with the the other rules of circular coinduction during the automated proving process, increasing in this way the power of the prover.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented some examples of using CI$\Gamma$C a theorem prover implementing the circular coinduction principle, in order to prove a set of properties over infinite data structures. The main contribution is providing a new technique for proving behavioral attributes based on rewriting modulo commutativity, associativity, unity and/or idempotency.
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